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Data set Exercise features  exercise number, client, session, 
task format, time to complete exercise, days since 
user started language on Duolingo


Word features  original word token (ID), root word 
token (via spaCy), part of speech, morphological 
features (via Google SyntaxNet), dependency edge 
label, word length

based on external sources  

Discussion

(a) home screen (b) reverse_translate (c) reverse_tap (d) listen

Figure 1: Duolingo screen-shots for an English-speaking student learning French (iPhone app, 2017). (a) The home
screen, where learners can choose to do a “skill” lesson to learn new material, or get a personalized practice session
by tapping the “practice weak skills” button. (b–d) Examples of the three exercise types included in our shared task
experiments, which require the student to construct responses in the language they are learning.

over time. Note that we excluded all learners who
took a placement test to skip ahead in the course,
since these learners are likely more advanced.

2.2 Three Language Tracks

An important question for SLA modeling is: to
what extent does an approach generalize across
languages? While the majority of Duolingo users
learn English—which can significantly improve
job prospects and quality of life (Pinon and Hay-
don, 2010)—Spanish and French are the second
and third most popular courses. To encourage re-
searchers to explore language-agnostic features,
or unified cross-lingual modeling approaches, we
created three tracks: English learners (who speak
Spanish), Spanish learners (who speak English),
and French learners (who speak English).

2.3 Label Prediction Task

The goal of the task is as follows: given a his-
tory of token-level errors made by the learner in
the learning language (L2), accurately predict the
errors they will make in the future. In particular,
we focus on three Duolingo exercise formats that
require the learners to engage in active recall, that
is, they must construct answers in the L2 through
translation or transcription.

Figure 1(b) illustrates a reverse translate item,
where learners are given a prompt in the language
they know (e.g., their L1 or native language), and

learner: wen can help
reference: when can I help ?

label: ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Figure 2: An illustration of how data labels are gener-
ated. Learner responses are aligned with the most simi-
lar reference answer, and tokens from the reference that
do not match are labeled errors.

translate it into the L2. Figure 1(c) illustrates a re-
verse tap item, which is a simpler version of the
same format: learners construct an answer using a
bank of words and distractors. Figure 1(d) is a lis-
ten item, where learners hear an utterance in the L2
they are learning, and must transcribe it. Duolingo
does include many other exercise formats, but we
focus on these three in the current work, since con-
structing L2 responses through translation or tran-
scription is associated with deeper levels of pro-
cessing, which in turn is more strongly associated
with learning (Craik and Tulving, 1975).

Since each exercise can have multiple correct
answers (due to synonyms, homophones, or ambi-
guities in tense, number, formality, etc.), Duolingo
uses a finite-state machine to align the learner’s re-
sponse to the most similar reference answer form
a large set of acceptable responses, based on token
string edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966). For ex-
ample, Figure 1(b) shows an example of corrective
feedback based on such an alignment.

Figure 2 shows how we use these alignments to
generate labels for the SLA modeling task. In this
case, an English (from Spanish) learner was asked
to translate, “¿Cuándo puedo ayudar?” and wrote
“wen can help” instead of “When can I help?” This
produces two errors (a typo and a missing pro-
noun). We ignore capitalization, punctuation, and
accents when matching tokens.

2.4 Data Set Format

Sample data from the resulting corpus can be found
in Figure 3. Each token from the reference an-
swer is labeled according to the alignment with the
learner’s response (the final column: 0 for cor-
rect and 1 for incorrect). Tokens are grouped
together by exercise, including user-, exercise-,
and session-level meta-data in the previous line
(marked by the # character). We included all ex-
ercises done by the users sampled from the 30-day
data collection window.
The overall format is inspired by the Universal

Dependencies (UD) format2. Column 1 is a unique
B64-encoded token ID, column 2 is a token (word),
and columns 3–6 are morpho-syntactic features
from the UD tag set (part of speech, morphology
features, and dependency parse labels and edges).
These were generated by processing the aligned
reference answers with Google SyntaxNet (Andor
et al., 2016). Because UD tags are meant to be
language-agnostic, it was our goal to help make
cross-lingual SLA modeling more straightforward
by providing these features.
Exercise meta-data includes the following:
• user: 8-character unique anonymous user ID
for each learner (B64-encoded)

• countries: 2-character ISO country codes
from which this learner has done exercises

• days: number of days since the learner started
learning this language on Duolingo

• client: session device platform
• session: session type (e.g., lesson or practice)
• format: exercise format (see Figure 1)
• time: the time (in seconds) it took the learner
to submit a response for this exercise.

Lesson sessions (about 77% of the data set)
are where new words or concepts are introduced,
although lessons also include previously-learned
material (e.g., each exercise attempts to introduce
only one new word or inflection, so all other to-
kens should have been seen by the student be-

2http://universaldependencies.org

TRAIN DEV TEST
Track Users Tokens (Err) Tokens (Err) Tokens (Err)

English 2.6k 2.6M (13%) 387k (14%) 387k (15%)

Spanish 2.6k 2.0M (14%) 289k (16%) 282k (16%)

French 1.2k 927k (16%) 138k (18%) 136k (18%)

Overall 6.4k 5.5M (14%) 814k (15%) 804k (16%)

Table 1: Summary of the SLA modeling data set.
.

fore). Practice sessions (22%) should contain only
previously-seen words and concepts. Test sessions
(1%) are mini-quizzes that allow a student to skip
out of a single skill in the curriculum (i.e., the stu-
dent may have never seen this content before in the
Duolingo app, but may well have had prior knowl-
edge before starting the course).
It is worth mentioning that for the shared task,

we did not provide actual learner responses, only
the closest reference answers. Releasing such data
(at least in the TEST set) would by definition give
away the labels and might undermine the task.
However, we plan to release a future version of the
corpus that is enhanced with additional meta-data,
including the actual learner responses.

2.5 Challenge Timeline
The data were released in two phases. In phase 1
(8 weeks), TRAIN and DEV partitions were re-
leased with labels, along with a baseline system
and evaluation script, for system development. In
phase 2 (10 days), the TEST partition was released
without labels, and teams submitted predictions to
CodaLab3 for blind evaluation. To allow teams to
compare different system parameters or features,
they were allowed to submit up to 10 predictions
total (up to 2 per day) during this phase.
Table 1 reports summary statistics for each of

the data partitions for all three tracks. We created
TRAIN, DEV, and TEST partitions as follows. For
each user, the first 80% of their exercises were
placed in the TRAIN set, the subsequent 10% in
DEV, and the final 10% in TEST. Hence the three
data partitions are sequential, and contain ordered
observations for all users.
Note that because the three data partitions are

sequential, and the DEV set contains observations
that are potentially valuable for making TEST
set predictions, most teams opted to combine the
TRAIN and DEV sets to train their systems in fi-
nal phase 2 evaluations.

3http://codalab.org

baseline NYU winner

English 0.774 0.859 0.861

Spanish 0.771 0.854 0.857

French 0.746 0.835 0.838

The Duolingo SLAM competition provided log data from 
thousands of users, posing the challenge of predicting 
patterns of future translation mistakes in held-out data.

AUROC scores
Gradient Boosting  
Decision Trees (GBDT)


GBDT can extract complex interactions among 
features, but is faster to train than deep learning and 
more easily integrates diverse inputs.


Implemented with the LightGBM library in python.

Predictive accuracy was 
measured as area under 
the ROC curve (AUROC).


Our GBDT model scored 
within .01 of the winner’s 
AUROC for each track.

User ID and word ID accounted for much of our model’s 
predictive power.

In their absence, the other features were useful.

The temporal features added less benefit than we 
expected.

The external word features (frequency, age of acquisition, 
Levenshtein distance) lead to some improvement.

Categorical variables were either one-hot encoded or 
handled natively by LightGBM.

    - free reverse translate 
    - reverse translate from word bank 
    - transcribe an audio clip

Three language tracks:

English learners (who speak Spanish) 
Spanish learners (who speak English) 
French learners (who speak English)

TRAIN: first 80% of exercises 
DEV: next 10% of exercises 
TEST: last 10% of exercises

Model predicted held-out last tenth for the same users 
from train and dev. 

Example of exercise data format:

User features  user ID, “motivation” (average number 
of exercises within burst [bursts were separated 
by at least 1 hour], total number of bursts), 
“diligence” (variability in exercise start times) 

Positional features  tokens of previous & next word, 
including their part of speech 

Temporal features  number of times exercise 
repeated, past performance on each word 
(tracked with four different temporal decay rates)

We systematically lesioned and retrained the model to 
evaluate which groups of features were most important 
to the model’s predictive accuracy (AUROC).

🍅  = tomato = tomate = 🍅 👜  = bag ≠ bague = 💍
Cognate False friend
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We created a number of features inspired by concepts in 
psychology but our prediction engine came from 
machine learning and did not specifically model the 
process of learning.

How can we adapt psychological theories of learning for 
such modeling?

How useful are concepts and theories from psychology 
for making predictions for individual users (instead of 
group level predictions)?

Hypothesis  Insights from the large literature on the 
psychology of learning, memory, and motivation might 
improve machine learning model predictions.

Data were provided 
from three tasks 
from the first 30 
days of user 
sessions: 

- word frequency (in natural language)

- age of acquisition (age at which English native 

speaker children exhibit the English word in their 
vocabulary)


- Levenshtein edit distance (between word token 
and translation from Google Translate, scaled by 
length of longer word) 


